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Poetic Flower(May 12)
 
I love nature.I love spending time with family.I always liked poetry but I got
really good in fifth grade with help from my teacher Mr.K. My passion for poetry
has been ever growing. I hope you enjoy my poems.
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H.A.P.P.Y
 
H=hard to earn
A=agonizing to gain
P=pleasing emotion
P=pleasing to others
Y=you smile
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Messy Room
 
Miranda clean your room
Is what I hear alot
 
Miranda I want it spotless
I give it all I got
 
My parents dont understand
That no matter how hard I try
I cannot obey their command
 
My room stays messy
All day and all night
 
My room will stay messy
Tomorrow and tomorrow night
 
I try my best to keep it clean but
My room is messy and will never stay clean!
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My Addiction
 
Evod is albino
He is a white as can be
and if you look at him closely
you'll say oh how pretty is he
Evod likes to have fun
so i'll have to buy another one [budgie]
Petco here I come
theres not another albino
but thats just fine with me
cause i'll buy an english one
and name it Roarie!
Oh my god I cant stop
I had to shop for more
Petco here I come Budgies galore!
Now I have a Whilue, a Widget, a Nels, a Sky, And a B.
Oh my god will someone please help me!
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Poetic Blooming
 
in my head
i find words
words that i can blend together
those blended words are called poems
poems
blended words slide through my tongue and teeth,
smoothly like butter
i bloom with my poetic flavor
im a poet now
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Seeing In The Night
 
I see the light
in the night
Shining very bright
A star
A star I say
A star is shining bright
A star is shining bright in the night
I saw the light
in the night
Shining very bright
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The Sickness, Life
 
Anger, frustration, pain
All the symptoms of life
Life is not easy
Life is not supposed to be easy
Life is a giagantic lesson to be learned
Life is sucess you must earn
Even through the Anger frustration and pain
There is somehting to gain
Sucess is not handed to you
Sucess is earned
Life is not easy
Life is like an illness
You cant get through it without pain or frustration
This is how life is
This is how life always will be
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The Summary Of The Seasons
 
The sweet summer breeze
The colors of the leaves
The cold chill of the snow
The ground begins to show
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Walking Through My Mind
 
My thoughts swish through my mind like water in a cup
The demons that swallow my sould start eating me alive
My head pounds in anger and hatred
The world does not understand me
My angels have deserted me
I pray for them to come back
My hope is ever decreasing
What is lost is gone forever
Darkness is all I see
I cant comprehend why all this has to happen to me
I walk through my mind, lost, without anyone to guide me
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